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Note
Send newsletter contributions

for the September / October issue
to Karen McCoy at
writerlibrarian@gmail.com
by August 20th, 2013.
E-mail submissions only, please.
HCH is published bi-monthly. All information in HCH is printed in good faith.
No endorsements or warranties should be
taken or are implied as a result of any information presented herein. All rights reserved. Submissions will be edited and
published at the discretion of the editor,
Karen McCoy, writerlibrarian@gmail.com
RWA chapters are welcome to reprint member bylined articles, provided they give credit
to the authors and submit a copy of the newsletter issue the articles appear in. Other organizations and/or publications must request
prior written permission to reprint.

Join us for a special event at the
Prescott Golf & Country Club
in Dewey, Arizona on July 27
as we welcome Laurie Schnebly
Campbell! Free for members;
guests pay $5, which
will include one
raffle ticket. Seating
is limited. Please
RSVP to info@
NARWA.org. As
an extra bonus,
our raffle basket
will have even more
goodies to choose
from! And please
let us know if you’re
bringing a guest!

The workshop
will include:
The Alpha Male,
From Abe To Zeus
Readers love alpha males. Yet
writers sometimes find it tricky
to create them without falling
into stereotypes. What MAKES
an alpha male? (It’s more than
just power.) What challenges
does he face? (The answers will
surprise you.) How can your
hero take on solely the alphamale traits you want? Get ready
to find out...and maybe to fall
in love.

Solo, Duet, Chorus:
Blending Personalities
Discover tools for shaping
basic personalities into heroic,
appealing characters who will
naturally come into
conflict with one another — and with themselves. After learning
how to identify each
personality type, participants explore the three
subtypes that focus on
Self-Preservation, Intimacy and Society...ideal
for creating conflict
BETWEEN genuinely
likable people.

About Laurie:

Laurie Schnebly Campbell combines
writing for an ad agency with a background in counseling and writing for
Special Edition, where she beat out
Nora Roberts for RT’s “Best Book Of
The Year.” Then she saw a bumper
sticker that changed her life — Those
who can, do. Those who believe others
can ALSO do, teach. — and began doing that at WriterUniv.com. Her latest
book is a how-to for writers on creating
characters with enneagrams, and she’s
spoken on psychology and marketing
issues for writers from London
to Los Angeles and New Zealand
to New York.
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Prez Sez
By Arlene Hittle
Everyone gets bad reviews.
I was reminded of that
harsh truth a few weeks ago on
Goodreads. While adding books
to my TBR queue, I saw a couple
of awful reviews for one of Susan
Elizabeth Phillips’ newer books,
“The Great Escape.”
Comments were along the
lines of “There was nothing
redeeming about this book for
me. Nothing.” “I couldn’t stand
any of the characters. They
were all stupid. And annoying.
And had no depth.” “SEP is
one of my favorite authors, but
I REALLY hated this book.”
“Susan Elizabeth Phillips found
a formula for writing romances
and she’s sticking to it. So much
so that I felt like I had already
read this book. It was all so
predictable.”
Then just the other day, I read
a blog post from Kristan Higgins
about a recent piece of hate mail
from a reader:

“She compared (my book) to
bingeing on fast food, knowing
she’d feel sick later. She used the
words yuck, repugnant, silly and
lukewarm, and she made sure to
tell me she wouldn’t be buying
any more of my books in the
future.” (Find the whole post at:
http://jauntyquills.com/#sthash.
W0O7StKr.dpuf)
My first thought? If even
awesome, bestselling authors get
bad reviews, what hope do I have
of avoiding hate mail’s poison
pen?
The truth is, I don’t. None
of us do. No matter how well I
write, how much I polish, there’s
always going to be someone who
doesn’t like some part of what
I’ve written. You can’t please
everyone all the time.
That said, I’d rather have
people love or hate me than be
lukewarm.
Bad reviews, when they come,
will hurt. You’ll probably find
me curled in a fetal position,
surrounded by chocolates.
Perhaps a little liquid courage,
too — in the form of a chocolate
malt.
But I’ll take comfort in the
knowledge that a strong reaction
is better than a tepid one.

Member News
Anne Marie Becker
Anne Marie is excited to share
that Carina Press accepted her
proposal for Book 4 of the
Mindhunters series, currently
titled VICIOUS CIRCLE.
They’re targeting March 2014
for this next release, which
means her summer will be
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extra-busy finishing the book
by August 1st. And if that’s not
enough to keep her busy, Book
3 (DEADLY BONDS) releases
July 22nd and Book 2 (AVENGING ANGEL) comes out in
print in July. It’s going to be an
amazing summer!
Anji Grasso
Anji’s third romantic suspense
with Crimson Romance LOVE
WILL FIND A WAY is out on
Kindle, and she signed a contract for her fourth book LOVE
IS IN THE AIR.
Arlene Hittle
Arlene has taken the terrifying
plunge into the world of indie
publishing. She’s working with a
graphic artist on a website redesign, hopefully ready for launch
in August, and her first release,
OPERATION SNAG MIKE/
BRAD, is out with a couple of
readers before she sends it to her
editor. She hopes to release the
novel around her birthday, Oct.
7, and then follow it up with a
holiday novella in mid-November.
Mona Hodgson
Mona Hodgson is celebrating
the May release of RIPPLES
ALONG THE SHORE,her
third and final Quilted Heart
eNovella, working on promotions for the August 6th launch
of PRAIRIE SONG, Book 1 in
the Hearts Seeking Home Series,
as well as writing Book 2 in the
new series. She recently finished
reading LOVE IN DISGUISE by
Carol Cox and is currently reading Trouble in Store by
Carol Cox and It Happened at
the Fair by Deeanne Gist.

Sandra Leesmith
Sandra will be signing her book
in the new Indie book signing
event at Atlanta at the RWA National Conference. She will be
presenting a workshop also at the
RWA conference, “Seekerville,
The Blog That Helped Us Sail
Off Unpubbed Island” (8:30 am
on Thursday).
Karen McCoy
Karen had a wonderful and
educational experience at the
Backspace Writers’ Conference.
She’s using what she learned and
applying it to further edits in her
novels. She will also be starting
work on a newer project so she
doesn’t get stuck in an editing
rut.

Save the Date
NARWA

•
•

Around Arizona
A sampling of events from the
Arizona Authors Association Calendar
www.azauthors.com
•
•
•

TBR Pile
Susie:

JOYLAND
by Stephen King

11 a.m. - 2 p.m. Saturday, July 27 — Laurie Schnebly Campbell.
See the Program Note on Page 1 for more info. Prescott Country
Club, Dewey.
11 a.m. Saturday, August 15 — Brainstormers’ Meeting. Hosted by
Anne Pisacano. 4095 W. Indigo Way, Flagstaff, AZ. Directions
forthcoming.

•
•
•
•
•
•

9:00a.m.-12:00p.m. Friday, July 12 – Regular Meeting, Fountain Hills Christian Writers. Fountain View Village, Fountain
Hills.
6:30p.m.-8:30p.m. Wednesday, July 17 – Regular Meeting, Desert Sleuth Mystery Writers. Grimaldi’s, Scottsdale.
12:00p.m.-2:00p.m. Saturday, July 20– Regular Meeting,
Phoenix Writers Club (PWC). Bluewater Grill, Phoenix.
5:30p.m.-7:30p.m. Wednesday, July 31 – Regular Meeting,
Scottsdale Society of Women Writers. Cactus Room, Chapparral
Suites, Scottsdale.
5:30p.m.-8:30p.m. Wednesday, August 14 – Regular Meeting, Valley of the Sun Romance Writers. Iron Works Restaurant,
Glendale.
Friday, August 16 – WRITENOW! 2013 Writers Conference.
Organized by Sisters in Crime Tucson Chapter. Millenium Resorts & Villas, Scottsdale.
9:30a.m.-1:30p.m. Saturday, August 24 – Regular Meeting, Saguaro Romance Writers. El Parador Tropical Restaurant, Tucson.
10:00a.m.-12:00p.m. Saturday, August 24 – PUBLISHING
WRITER CIRCLE. Official AZ Authors event. Cholla Library,
Phoenix.
5:30p.m.-8:30p.m. Tuesday, August 27 – Regular Meeting,
Desert Rose Romance Writers. Monti’s La Casa Vieja, Tempe.
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quickly as I met readers and authors who wanted something that
would help them remember my
by Anne Marie Becker
name.
Kinds of swag? There were a lot
Originally posted May 17, 2013 of pens, bookmarks, lip balms
on the Ruby Slippered Sisterhood and candies. Kim Law’s beach
blog. Romance readers, industry
balls were a unique and popular
representatives, and authors of all addition. Jeannie Lin noticed
ages and subgenres recently gath- that dressing up her bookmarks
ered in Kansas City for the 30th
(for a minimal cost) created a
annual Romantic Times Bookbig hit. Says Lin: “I didn’t have
lovers Convention. As a first time very expensive stuff (other than
attendee, I went in with a mind
the Ruby playing cards) but my
(and eyes) wide open. The Ruby
bookmarks stood out because
Sisters who attended agree that
I wanted to make them pretty
meeting readers (and visiting with and different. Who would have
each other) was the best part of the thought those 1-cent red tassels
convention, but if you’re lookwould make them such a hit? I
ing for more details and opinions, had booksellers and just random
you’ll find them below.
people come up to comment
on how beautiful my bookmarks
PROMOTIONAL were.” She also recommends
OPPORTUNITIES choosing swag that makes read& SWAG
ers feel special and is strongly
branded so they’ll remember
Authors and readers alike are
you.
there for a common purpose
Elizabeth Essex describes hav– to celebrate books. In particu- ing tiers of swag ready for any
lar, romance books. So it’s the
occasion. “Carry your swag with
perfect environment for proyou at all times. You never know
moting yourself as an author, or, when the top reviewer from RT
as a reader, meeting your favor- is going to come up to you while
ite author and picking up some
you are dressed as a saloon girl
goodies. As Addison Fox points and ask to see your latest. Have
out, “RT is wonderful because
that ARC, or PDF, or whatit’s a group of people who love
ever hidden in your purse and
books. Everyone there celebrates ready to give out. And carry your
the written word and it’s just
minor swag—every time a reader
such a fun environment to be in asked me what I wrote, I passed
for days on end.”
out my character cards. Every
Got swag? Boy, I hope so. If
time a reader said she had liked
you’re an author at RT, bring a
something I’ve already written, I
LOT and ALWAYS have some
gave her an autographed bookon you. This felt different from plate to stick in her book. And
RWA, where I was hesitant to
even if she had read it on an e“push” things on fellow writreader, she was happy to get that
ers and usually opted for leaving little bit of something personal.”
items in the goody room. But
Bring a pimp. Several authors
at RT, even the postcards went
brought grown sons, spouses,

RT Booklovers
Convention Recap
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Workshops and
reader events were
ways to connect
with readers.
or a friend to help hand out
items, both at book signings and
in the general assemblies. Perhaps when my daughter’s of age,
I’ll put her in a cute T-shirt so
people will ask about her mom’s
books. *wink*
Pimp yourself. Talk to people!
There is no better promotional
opportunity at RT than talking
to the people around you—in
line, on the elevator, sitting in a
workshop, or wherever. Tamara
Hogan says: “The most valuable part of the conference for
me was networking: connecting
with other writers, of course, but
also chatting with book bloggers, reviewers, and librarians.
A lot of these opportunities are
kinda random – you never know
who you’re standing in line
with!” Rita Henuber also suggests
reaching out to people you don’t
know, asking them questions and
they’ll start asking about you.

AUTHOR
VISIBILITY
Attend workshops and events. In

addition to swag, the workshops
and reader events were ways to
connect with readers. Kim Law
advises authors in attendance
“to expect any workshop you
attend to possibly turn into a
reader workshop. And that that
isn’t a bad thing! Always bring
freebies to the workshops, and
assume you’re going to be answering reader questions.” The
after-hours parties with food and

drink were also big draws. One
thing I did was tweet during the
“Readers Know Best” workshop,
which resulted in several new followers and retweets.
Make friends with hot guys. The
cover models were everywhere,
appearing like co-hosts of events
in addition to generating excitement among the attendees, who
enjoyed a bit of eye candy. Don’t
be afraid to talk to them and get
your picture taken. I met some
fabulous new people this way,
and many authors generated a
buzz by posting their pictures
with cover models on Facebook.
Make friends, period. As Elizabeth Essex recommends: “My
philosophy/best advice for large
conferences like RT is to tell
yourself it’s just an opportunity

to ‘make new friends,’ both with
readers and with authors. I had
a fabulous, if exhausting time,
by telling myself that RT was just
one big sleep-over party, and
that everywhere I went, elevators,
parties, workshops and bars were
just opportunities to say ‘Hi’ to
other people and ask them if they
were having fun. I met so many
readers that way, and I also met
fellow authors and established
common ground and mutual
fan-girldom. At least one of
those authors I met and hit it off
with, gave me a shout-out on a
big, national blog as a result.”
Advertising options. Personally,
I didn’t find the smaller posters
that lined one specific portion
of the event space as eyecatching
as the window clings that were

something like 7 feet tall x 4 feet
wide and lined the walking areas
we passed through every day. The
clings on the elevator doors were
captivating as well. There was also
“Promo Alley.” For the low price
of $25, authors could reserve a
square of space in which to place
promo items for attendees to
pick up. Jeannie Lin highly recommends this option. “Put up a
poster with your book cover on
it as well as other giveaways like
bookmarks. It’s SO worth it and
the cheapest promo you’ll find at
RT.”

Identify yourself (and your
subgenre). Rita Henuber suggests

wearing something that indicates
what you write. “If your books
are about weddings wear a veil. If
you write historicals, wear at least
Continued on Page 6

Member Releases
Anne Marie Becker

Sandra Leesmith's novel,

(Mindhunters, Book 3)
releases July 22nd! Also,

printed by Warner in the
eighties is now available
on Kindle and will be
available in paperback on
Amazon and Barnes and
Noble sometime in June.

DEADLY BONDS

AVENGING ANGEL

(Mindhunters, Book 2)
releases in print at
harlequin.com for a limited time starting in July
—and it'll have a brand
new cover.
Mona Hodgson is celebrating the May release
of RIPPLES ALONG
THE SHORE, her third
and final Quilted Heart
eNovella.

LOVE’S MIRACLES

Anji Nolan

LOVE WILL FIND A
WAY is Anji’s new novel

from Crimson Books.
It's a love triangle, with a
diamond robbery, and a
fair amount of murder
and mayhem.
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cover models and the other authors who were there.
the top part of a costume. Wear
FANtastic Day party. Mass
a pirate hat and eye patch. Have
hysteria. Dogs and cats, living
a parrot on your shoulder. I was together. Okay, this event might
immediately drawn to authors
not have been that crazy, but
who did this.”
it was the one time I truly felt
Go big or go home. Either
overwhelmed. Thank goodness
prepare to promote yourself as
I had Kim and Addison to glom
a big name readers should want
onto. I don’t know how readers/
to know, or spend your time at
attendees were expected to locate
home writing the next book that authors, or how authors were
will make you bigger. RT is about supposed to match up with readmaking a splash. Elizabeth Essex ers who might like their books.
found dressing up to be fun and Unless you had very visible freerewarding. “Be professional, but bies (especially free print books)
surrender your dignity: RT is all to give away, readers were likely
about dressing up and going to
to pass you by in the crowd.
the parties. So I became a saloon
E-Book EXPO and Giant Book
girl, even if I was mutton dressed Fair. First, I was thrilled to be
as lamb. I had fun, and made
part of the E-book EXPO on
new friends, and those friends
tracked me down at the signing
and bought books. All because
I had a fabulous velvet corset.”
Jeannie Lin found this to be
true as well. “It’s like any other
‘Con.’ It’s about stepping out
in costume and interacting with
other fans and readers. I think I Thursday afternoon. But, well,
was easily recognized because 1) I it was scheduled from 4-6 p.m.
actually really like dressing up 2) on a work day in the middle of a
and I’m Asian and I write Asian
week…and it snowed. Sideways. I
books 3) My covers and SWAG
certainly don’t blame RT for the
were really easily identifiable.”
snow, and participating in the
event was a lot of fun, but when
WHAT WOULD
compared to the BIG print book
I CHANGE?
fair on Saturday? There were,
maybe, a fourth of the attendees
I had a blast at RT, but there
(and that’s probably being genwere some things I would have
erous). Saturday was the granddone differently…and definitely daddy of events for readers.
some lessons learned.
People could buy a day pass just
Club RT. This was a scheduled for that. Readers turned out in
time to sit and let your readers
droves.
come find you. For me (a relaBut Jeannie Lin, who partively new author who doesn’t
ticipated in both signings, had a
have a huge following), it wasn’t different experience. “Surpristhat helpful, though I had fun
ingly, I think I had more people
spending that time chatting with approach me at the ebook expo
Continued from Page 5

Go BIG
or
Go HOME
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than at the Giant Bookfair.
Maybe it was because the expectation at the ebook Expo was you
were browsing and would buy
later? Or maybe just because it
was first on Thursday and the
Giant Bookfair was Saturday.”
The signings. The biggest thing I
learned from my E-book EXPO
signing is how to better promote
myself in the crowd. People
don’t know my name, but when
I wrote my subgenre under my
name on my sign, more people
stopped to talk about that with
me, as we bonded discussing
the books we loved. Conversation usually led to them taking
a postcard and swag items, so
maybe they’ll look me up again.
Using a stand-up poster with an
eye-catching cover also had a lot
of people stopping to say hello.
Basically, having a conversation
starter was key to luring people to
the table. Also, as I learned from
the author next to me, bringing a pashmina or some other
cloth to add color or background
(other than the bright white that
lined the tables) made my station
more appealing. Next time, I’ll
remember to bring a Sharpie for
those hard-to-sign items. I also
wrote “Take One” on my sign
to encourage people to pick up
swag, and it worked. Readers are
shy and can be elusive unless you
use bait.
I thought Jeannie Lin had
a great take on what measures
“success” at a signing, and how
the RT bookfair is useful, even
if you don’t sell a pile of books.
“RT is not a bookselling event
– There are so many book giveaways that readers aren’t usually
there to buy from authors they
don’t know. Expect to give away
a lot of books. But that’s a good

thing. Imagine when you blog
how hard it is to get readers to
come by and even comment to
get a book? And then you have
to pay postage to ship it to them.
Here, readers and bloggers are
clamoring for books.”
Sponsor something. At my next
RT, I’d try to sponsor the bags, a
party, a panel, or invest in advertising via the window clings. Or
host a reader event. As Jeannie
Lin, a second-time RT attendee
this year, learned, “I did panels that were totally brainy and
heavy. Forget that. For next year,
I’m only going to do fun reader
panels with prizes and games and
feather boas.” RT 2014 is already
accepting proposals.
Participate more. As a newbie,
I confess I was a bit intimidated
by some of the evening events,
especially where costumes were
encouraged. I wish I’d gone to
more of them, especially the
publisher-sponsored ones. But
as a Carina author, I did participate in their cocktail party
on the last night, which allowed
readers to enter a drawing for
an iPad2 (which turned out to
be two iPad2’s!). To enter, they
mingled with authors, searching
for the one who wrote the book
that matched a blurb in their
hands. It was a great way to mix
authors and readers as well as
get them intrigued about books
from the blurbs. I’d definitely do
something like that again. And
I admired Entangled’s authorhunt scavenger hunt, and how
it took place over days and days,
probably putting those authors’
names and covers in front of
readers at least a dozen times
over the course of the convention.

WRITER VS.
READER CONS
I’m coming from only having
attended national RWA and
regional RWA conferences –
i.e., writer-focused conferences.
Having said that, the workshops
at RT were okay, but some lacked
a professional polish that RWA
presenters and award ceremonies
are known for.
Tamara Hogan suggests if
you’re a writer looking for workshops with a writing/craft focus,
that RWA might better suit your
needs. Workshops at RT, even
the craft ones, still had a “fan”
slant. However, though she was
able to connect with her readers,
she wondered what the ratio of
writers to readers was this year.
“It seemed to me there were a
LOT more writers there than
there were the last time I at-

Like with any
conference,
stamina is the
name of the
game.
tended, with every single one of
us there to promote our work.
Whether this is a positive thing
or a negative thing for reader attendees, I have no idea.”
Still, there was an entire workshop track dedicated to selfpublishing, including a couple
of workshops presented by Mark
Coker from Smashwords. And

in a thriller panel I attended,
Bob Mayer and other authors
explained what an “espresso
machine” was. I’d never heard
of this tool for printing books
from digital files. Sounds like the
future of publishing to me!
Jeannie Lin, a second-time
RT attendee this year, has observed an “RT culture,” saying
that there are readers who’ve
approached her saying they remember her from the past RT,
or have read her books because
they picked one up at the event.
“There are also super-readers
who scan the authors attending list and bring all the books
on their bookshelves that match
up. I got a couple of those wanting autographs of my backlist
books that they had bought from
Walmart or B&N. I’m not a big
name famous author, I really believe these readers do it for ALL
the authors they read. Don’t you
love that there are readers like
that?”
Like with any conference,
stamina is the name of the game.
Rita Henuber recommends
eating a good breakfast every
morning. Jeannie Lin reminds
authors to bring a cup of coffee or bottle of water to the book
signings. Addison Fox recommends finding time for a quick
nap. Elizabeth Essex balances it
all: “Lather (go to the bar), rinse
(short time alone in room),
repeat!”
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Tucson Chapter of
Sisters in Crime
July 20, 2013

Still
Needs
You
NARWA has found a treasurer!
Thank you so much to Val Price
for stepping up to the plate! Val
has been treasurer before, so
we’re definitely in good hands.

Final call:
We still need a membership
chair—someone to organize
member information and dream
up wonderful ways to recruit new
members. If interested, please
contact our president, Arlene
Hittle, at ahittle90@gmail.com.

Garage
Sale:
Canceled
We were unable to figure out a
good venue for a Garage Sale, so
it will be cancelled for this year.
We’re hoping we can get it up
and running again next year.

Writing Craft Speaker
Connie Flynn

TOPIC: Bootcamp for Novelists:
A Crash Course In Plotting. Some

people believe that stories come
from a magical realm and simply
float down to some lucky writers. But could it be possible that,
given a character with a goal who
faces conflict, you can give them
situations that make your story
sing? This presentation covers
how to develop a story definition
and question, and a brief story
outline built around five main
moments of change. Bring paper and a fresh pen because this
is a working program.
About the Speaker: Connie Flynn
is a bestselling, award-winning
author of 10 novels and several short stories. She writes
in several genres, including
paranormal romance, romantic comedy, action/adventure
and contemporary fantasy. She
also writes mystery/suspense as
K.C. Flynn. Her time-travel
paranormal, The Dragon Hour,
won a PRISM award. For last 10
years, she’s taught fiction writing
in the Maricopa County College
system in metro Phoenix, where
she lives, and every course she
teaches starts with a promise to
provoke a shower of “ah-ha’s.”
Crime Speaker – TSgt. Jessica
Gillespie, USAF

Topic: Crash Recovery.
About the Speaker: Technical

Sergeant Jessica S. Gillespie is
the Assistant First Sergeant for
the 355th Equipment Maintenance Squadron at Davis-Monthan Air Force Base, Arizona.
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She advises the squadron first
sergeant on matters influencing
the health, morale and welfare of
more than 716 enlisted Airmen.
Sergeant Gillespie also works
closely with several base agencies
to facilitate professional military
training, disciplinary actions and
oversee moral enhancing activities.
She entered the Air Force in July
2003 and has earned the Air
Force Commendation Medal
with two oak leaf clusters, and the
Air Force Achievement Medal
with one oak leaf cluster. Her
background includes experience in aircraft maintenance and
crash recovery.
The meeting-luncheon is open
to the public and takes place
at The Viscount Suites Hotel,
4855 E. Broadway in Tucson,
from 10 AM to 2 PM. The fee of
$20 for members and $25 for
non-members includes lunch.
RSVP and pay in advance at www.
tucsonsistersincrime.org.
For more info, visit Tucsonsistersincrime.org.

July’s raffle
basket is...

rpr
cial Su
e
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ise

The fantastic prize package will be
revealed at the meeting!

Editor’s Note
By Karen McCoy
Edits—they can be a drag. Sometimes, you work for hours only
to improve a few pages. Other
times, you do line-edits until you’re blue in the face—and
you’re not even
sure if they made
the story better or
not.
So, what do you
do if you end up
in what I like to
call the “Neverending Editing
Vortex”? Here are
some solutions
that have worked
for me:

Develop
your own process

One of the biggest mistakes I
made as a beginning writer was
concentrating too hard on line
edits instead of the overall story.
Story fixes need to happen first—
and line edits can wait until the
final pass-through. But everyone’s process is different—make
sure you choose what works best
for you. For example, I need to
put a time limit on my edits—
otherwise I’ll edit myself into
terrible places, and, six hours
later (no exaggeration), I’ll be
clawing my eyes out.

Let your characters
and story drive your
edits

On the most recent pass
through on my novel, I realized
I had a secondary character who
disappeared after a few scenes.
Solution? I ended up killing him
off—and it made the story inter-

connect a lot more effectively.
If your edits are dragging you
down, look at your characters
and story—and get inspiration
from them.

TBR Pile

Figure out which
feedback to take,
and which to leave

WARRIOR
ENCHANTED

There are two breeds
of writers: the ones
who can’t take criticism
(don’t edit enough), and
the ones that take it too
far (edit way too much).
And then there’s a third
breed—the ones who
know which criticism to
take, and which to leave.
Be that third breed—your
edits will be much more
likely to make a positive
difference.

Don’t be afraid to
trunk your novel
for a little while

Anne Marie:

by Addison Fox

Karen:

THE TIME
TRAVELER’S WIFE
by Audrey Niffenegger

Sometimes, no matter what
you do, no matter how hard you
try, the novel still might not work
the way you want. So, trunk it
for a bit and work on something
else. Just because it’s in the trunk
now, doesn’t mean it always will
be. Revisit it later, with some
time and distance.
Granted—these strategies won’t
work all the time, and you’ll
sometimes have to adjust your
editing process based on the
book you’re working on. But
hopefully, they will make things
less daunting, and the writing
more fun. Because having fun is
what writing is all about.

Arlene:

SUPER BAD
by Vivi Andrews
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